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PETER A . ZUS I

The Style of the Present:
Karel Teige on Constructivism
and Poetism

I 1929, K T—the leading theoretical voice of the Czech
interwar avant-garde and a prolific critic of modernist literature, art, and architec-
ture—published a review of LeCorbusier’s project for aworld cultural center called
the Mundaneum. Le Corbusier had every reason to expect accolades: Teige had
been a tremendous admirer and had been enormously influenced by Le Corbusier
ever since their first meeting in Paris in mid-1922. But surprisingly, Teige criticized
the Mundaneum project as representing, in effect, a design for an avant-garde ca-
thedral. Teige stated that ‘‘in its obvious historicism and academicism, the Mun-
daneum project shows the present non-viability of architecture thought of as art.’’1

That in the late 1920s Teige should accuse the doyen of avant-garde architec-
ture of practicing ‘‘obvious historicism’’ is striking, and Le Corbusier was clearly
taken aback by the criticism.2 Indeed Le Corbusier could only interpret this charge
as the implementation of utilitarian ‘‘police measures’’ against his own ‘‘quest for
harmony’’ and aesthetic efficacy.3 Architectural historians, invoking less judg-
mental yet analogous categories, have represented the Mundaneum polemic as
exposing a major rift within architectural modernism: George Baird, for example,
has situated Teige’s ‘‘all-encompassing ‘instrumentalization’ ’’ within a general
‘‘shift of tone . . . toward a radically matter-of-fact and materialist conception of
architecture . . . ,’’ and Kenneth Frampton has written of the opposition between
Le Corbusier’s ‘‘humanist’’ modernism and the ‘‘utilitarian’’ radicalism of figures
such as Teige and Hannes Meyer.4

What such accounts overlook, however, is how Teige’s apparently strict and
ungenerous evaluation of the Mundaneum was anchored in extravagant aesthetic
claims Teige made elsewhere for Constructivism as the architectural ‘‘style of the
present.’’ The radical antihistoricism so prominent in Teige’sMundaneumpolemic
was thus driven by equally radical claims about the historical status of Constructiv-
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ism. That Teige’s merciless functionalism could be couched in such terms reveals
a logic of historical nostalgia inhabiting even the most bracing rejection of histori-
cal precedent.

Teige’s copious writings in fields other than architecture, as well as the trajec-
tory of his thought over the course of the 1920s, show a thinker more complex than
the allegedly puritanical functionalist of the Mundaneum debate. For most of the
decade Teige conceived Constructivism as only one ‘‘pole’’ of avant-garde culture,
coexisting with a complementary principle he termed Poetism. Poetism—which
during the twenties served as a rallying cry for Devětsil, the most significant group-
ing of writers, artists, and architects of the Czech 1920s avant-garde—proclaimed
and celebrated the ludic spontaneity of modern life, drawing inspiration frommass
cultural forms such as film, jazz, and circuses, and even from activities such as tour-
ism and athletics.5 Whereas Constructivism had emerged out of the architectural
critique of ornament (Teige named Gustave Eiffel, the Chicago School, and espe-
cially Adolf Loos as major forebears), Poetism invoked a critique of the traditional
‘‘descriptive’’ literary and visual image, a critique that Teige identified at times with
mass cultural innovators such as Charlie Chaplin and at times with literary mod-
ernists such as Charles Baudelaire, Stéphane Mallarmé, and Guillaume Apolli-
naire.6 Teige envisioned this dualism as the expression of a dialectical unity within
a series of oppositions: rationality and irrationality, purposeful action and anti-
instrumentalWohlgefallen, scientific functionalism and pure lyricism, and everyday
life and aesthetic elation. The dualism was thus intended to reconcile fundamental
yet conflicting positions within avant-gardist discourse: radical productivism (op-
posed to any understanding of aesthetics as independent of material production)
with a liberatory aesthetic celebrating the release of pure poetic form. Like few
other thinkers of the time, Teige directly confronted the daunting task of articulat-
ing an overarching theoretical framework for the disparate facets of 1920s avant-
garde culture.7

But this dual scheme entangled Teige in a series of logical contradictions. The
contradiction that was most crucial here was not, as one might expect, any of the
particular conceptual tensions between Constructivism and Poetism. Those ten-
sions functionedmore as the fuel for the dialectical engine: their combustibility was
what kept Teige’s system moving forward. What ultimately revealed the route as a
dead end, however, was the very structure of the dualism itself. For Teige’s theory
of Constructivism centered on a critique of architectural historicism that identified
a conceptual rift marring the integrity of historicist architecture: a conceptual rift
that Teige (following Loos and others) felt took material form in the application of
decorative layers of historical ornamentation on top of a functional structure that
should have been deemed complete in itself. Given the importance of this critique
of a ‘‘structure/ornament dualism’’ in Teige’s writings of the twenties, the appear-
ance of a parallel dualism in the Constructivism/Poetism structure is striking in-
deed. Teige himself exerted considerable effort to avoid having Poetism appear as
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a decorative addendum to the severe teachings of Constructivism: effort that not
only involved ever more laborious formulation of the dialectical unity of the poles
but also drove him to articulate his Constructivism in ever more radical tones
(as Le Corbusier would experience firsthand). These efforts, however, traced a vi-
cious circle: the more radically Teige pushed the limits of Constructivism, the more
insistently Poetism appeared as its ultimate promise—while at the same time the
more difficult it became to justify this dual structure given the standards of Con-
structivism.8

Thus, while the project of delineating a consistent theoretical framework for
the avant-garde out of obviously incompatible principles perhaps displayed open
utopianism,Teige’s utopianismwas not simply the product of a theoretician’s greed.
Rather, this utopian aim of reconciling the irreconcilable can be shown to issue
from precisely the most earthbound element of Teige’s thought: his hard-headed
functionalism. The prime interest of Teige’s dualist program in the twenties, there-
fore, lies neither in his formulations of Constructivism or Poetism taken indepen-
dently, nor even in his juxtaposition or attempted dialectical synthesis of the two
poles. Rather, the dualism is significant because Teige unwittingly betrays Con-
structivism’s inability to exist without Poetism. Poetism, the apparent opposite of
Constructivism, was actually its inevitable logical consequence and would have
emerged in shadowy outline even if it had not been explicitly articulated. The utopi-
anism in Teige’s dualism was due to neither naive exuberance nor willful positing
of a unity of opposites, but was rather the mark of theoretical consistency. The very
purity of Teige’s Constructivism summoned its radical antithesis.

The genealogy of Teige’s functionalism reveals at the center of this dualist di-
lemma the very term that was supposed to guarantee Constructivism’s rigorous
consistency: the notion of style itself. Only shortly before Teige’s 1922meeting with
Le Corbusier—which together with Soviet influences led to Teige’s articulation
in late 1922 of a Constructivist program squarely within the mainstream of the
international avant-garde at that time—Teige had been floundering in attempts to
redefine and resuscitate the rather ponderous program of ‘‘proletarian art,’’ which
he had enthusiastically adopted in 1921. The slogan of proletarian art posited the
nostalgic ideal of a soon-to-emerge ‘‘Socialist Gothic’’ that would end the perceived
aesthetic ‘‘interregnum’’ by creating the stylistic paradigm of a modern folk art for
the proletariat.9 Within a fewmonths Teige had completely abandoned such rheto-
ric in favor of celebration of technological media such as cinema and photography,
declaring the primacy of the machine for contemporary cultural production.10

Teige’s adoption of Constructivism thus evolved from an early nostalgic long-
ing for a new historical style that would give the present a standing equivalent to
the great historical styles and to the Gothic above all. But the promise of Con-
structivism to create such historical standing quickly became predicated on its radi-
cal rejection not only of all traces of historical decorative systems but also of the
very gesture of measuring oneself against the past. The ease of this inversion from
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millenarian expectations of renewal to confident optimism in the new suggests that
the boundary separating historical nostalgia frommilitant hostility to past cultural
forms is permeable. Teige shifted smoothly from a perception of the present as ex-
isting within a historical vacuum, with the consequent attempt to fill this vacuum
by navigating some sort of reinsertion into the historical flux, to the perception of
the present as beingmired in a surfeit of historical detritus, calling forth the attempt
to eliminate this surfeit through a radical clearing of the tables and a new instaur-
ation. The dualist dilemma—the insistence with which Poetism presented itself as
the culminating product of Constructivism’s new instauration—thus represents the
trace of this origin in historical nostalgia. Close examination of the logic behind
this shift is instructive, for Teige’s dilemma is not simply the record of an error: it
reveals and replays a paradox fundamental to the avant-garde thesis of a radical
rejection of the past.

From Socialist Gothic to
the Style of the Present

The claim that socialist revolution would create the conditions for the
emergence of a new and all-encompassing artistic style—often referred to as a ‘‘So-
cialist Gothic’’—was a common element of the rhetoric of proletarian art.11 In his
earliest writings Teige used this idealized image to describe an art that would stand
in some sort of immediate relation and be spontaneously comprehensible to the
masses rather than to an elite only. He claimed that such a wide social grounding
had been achieved most effectively by Gothic art:

In antiquity, Christian art was a secondary, derivative, immature style and only in the Ro-
manesque period, when the break between the old and the new worlds occurred, did it
expand to cultural and stylistic [slohové ] dimensions . . . , then to transform into the Gothic
and so to develop into the most typical style. In socialist society, just as in the Gothic, there
will be no difference between the ruling art and the underlying current of primary produc-
tion. Popular [lidové ] proletarian art will achieve the same power as that which created the
Gothic cathedrals.12

This image of the Gothic thus provided Teige with a model for the criterion of
lidovost (popular character) that played such a prominent role in his understanding
of proletarian art. At the same time it functioned as an image to hold up in contrast
to the autonomy of art in bourgeois society. From this perspective, capitalism ap-
peared as a force that had alienated art from its natural function by pushing it along
a course of autonomous development and separating it from the everyday concerns
and interests of the great mass of people. Proletarian art, by preparing the ground
for a modern art that would be lidové, as the Gothic had allegedly been, thus prom-
ised a release from the constraints of autonomous art and a return to the direct
interconnection of art and everyday life that had been deformed in bourgeois soci-
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ety. In this way, Teige implicitly linked the revolutionary action of proletarian art
with a process of historical restoration. Proletarian art cleared the path for a return
to the historical process of stylistic development that had been interrupted by the
autonomy of art under capitalism.

The precedent for Teige’s use of the Gothic as a symbol of artistic and stylistic
integrity, at least as concerns Czech influences, is easy to locate.13 The literary and
art critic F.X. Šalda, whomTeige described in 1927 as the ‘‘founder of Czech mod-
ernism’’ and the ‘‘sign of a new era in our cultural life,’’ had written in 1904 of
‘‘the newGothic, an iron Gothic’’ portended bymodern industrial structures.14 For
Šalda, the Gothic was simply the most natural image for connoting the enormous
potential for social cohesion contained in the true artistic styles. This strong defini-
tion of style (which Teige designated with the Czech word sloh, a word lacking the
connotations of style as passing fashion ormodish design often attached to the word
styl ) implied the power to reveal the various unrelatedmanifestations of a particular
epoch as creating some sort of recognizable whole. In Šalda’s words: ‘‘Style is noth-
ing other than conscience and consciousness of the whole, consciousness of mutual
coherence and connection. . . . Style is in conflict with everything that breaks this
unity, with everything that takes up and isolates details from the whole, links from
the chain, beats from the rhythm.’’15 The true styles, by linking isolated details into
a whole, thus revealed a distinct and recognizable physiognomy for an entire histor-
ical epoch. Šalda’s emphasis on the organic totality characterizing such strong artis-
tic styles, in its turn, recalled Nietzsche’s description, in the second of the Unzeit-
gemäße Betrachtungen, of the ideal of ‘‘unity of artistic style in all the expressions of
the life of a people.’’16 Through Šalda, therefore, Teige’s early exaltation of the
Gothic as ‘‘the example of an epoch that is stylistic [slohové ] beyond reproach’’
strongly echoed the ideal of an integrated, creative epoch that Nietzsche had held
up in contrast to the weak, historicist culture of the nineteenth century.17

Particularly important for Teige’s reception of this terminology, however, was
Šalda’s association of this strong notion of style with a proto-Constructivist dis-
course. Šalda opposed the integrity of the true styles to the ornamental architecture
of historicism and ofmuch of theCzech Secession. A direction for modern architec-
ture, Šalda insisted, would not be found in any new ornamental vocabulary, but
rather in the strict logic of industrial structures. Šalda wrote of the power of the
impression made ‘‘by a huge railway bridge, bare, desolate, without ornament, the
sheer embodiment of constructive thought,’’ and concluded that ‘‘the new beauty
is above all the beauty of purpose, inner law, logic and structure.’’18 Since Šalda
was first and foremost a critic of literature and painting, such an emphasis on the
style-creating capacity of functional architecture is perhaps surprising. But this lan-
guage almost certainly reflects the influence of JanKotěra, a former student ofOtto
Wagner and one of the groundbreaking architects of Czechmodernismwith whom
Šalda co-edited the Secession journal Volné směry (Free directions) at the time.19 In
this manner Šalda set an important precedent for Teige through his application of
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terms stemming from the discourse of early architectural modernism—in particu-
lar the terms ‘‘ornament’’ and ‘‘eclecticism’’—to art and culture in general.20

This ideal of the true style served as the context for Teige’s account of the failure
of art in the bourgeois era. Bourgeois art had never succeeded in creating such a
style, but the reason for this was not that artists in bourgeois society had been inca-
pable of creating forms sufficiently beautiful or powerful. Teige had enormous (if
selective) respect for the artistic accomplishments of the nineteenth century and
often emphasized how groundbreaking many of those accomplishments had been.
Nor did Teige, though himself a political radical, blame the failure to develop a
true style on the absence of progressive political views among many of the most
powerful or aesthetically progressive nineteenth-century artists. No matter how
strongly the vision of an individual artist in the nineteenth century may have been
motivated by concern for social issues or by outright socialist allegiances (Teige
pointed to Gustave Courbet and Vincent Van Gogh as examples), no matter how
brilliant may have been their aesthetic achievement, and no matter how pervasive
was their influence on the later development of art, all such visions remained those
of individuals. No vision was so powerful that it could succeed, through sheer per-
suasiveness, to force its way to lasting cultural dominance. The vicious circle of
bourgeois culture was, indeed, rooted in the fact that it was precisely the aesthetic
power of its greatest artists that perpetuated and deepened the most insidious fea-
ture of its art: individualism, chaos, and the simultaneity of incompatible visions.
To ‘‘think’’ or ‘‘will’’ one’s way out of this dilemma was impossible. Every coherent
proposal for a way out of the chaos simply took its place as onemoremonadic vision
and thereby increased the chaos.

Teige’s explanation of this situation made use of a fairly orthodox Marxist
argument. For a true style to gain hold, a minimum level of social continuity was
necessary. Previous ruling classes had aimed to preserve the existing relations of
production, which constituted the bases of their power. This resistance to change,
disastrous as it may have been for the establishment of more just class relations, did
produce fertile ground for art. It was precisely the social stagnation of prebourgeois
societies that had produced the continuity necessary for the development of a true
style. As Karl Marx had observed in The Communist Manifesto, however, the ruling
position of the bourgeoisie was no longer based on preserving, but rather on con-
stantly revolutionizing, the relations of production. For Teige, the resulting ‘‘over-
turning of production, . . . creating chronic uncertainty and nervousness,’’ and the
repetition of cycles of overproduction and economic crisis, all resulted in an analo-
gous ‘‘pathological acceleration of the development of modern art, which cannot
settle on a definite form of stylistic expression.’’21 This was why, in Teige’s view,
bourgeois art was ultimately condemned to a chaotic individualism. This was also
why the emergence of a true style was contingent not upon strength of aesthetic
vision but rather upon revolutionary change of the structure of society. Proletarian
art functioned only as an anticipatory vision, or as Teige termed it, a předobraz; the
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true Socialist Gothic could only emerge out of a transformed society: ‘‘Style will
only come with the establishment of a new social order.’’22 Artistic and political
revolution were thus linked for Teige not merely by a shared spirit of rebelliousness
—which was of course a dominant feature even of bourgeois art—but also by logi-
cal necessity.

This account of the necessary stylistic failure of bourgeois art served Teige
as the basis for a further thesis: that bourgeois art inevitably tended toward histor-
icism. The pathological acceleration of production displaced art away from the
present:

Bourgeois society, which is, on the whole, essentially anaesthetic, provided no art with posi-
tive impulses; hence historicism and the Romantic turn to the past, the flight from everyday
and class realities, appeared for several decades to be the only salvation for art from the
general banalization. . . . The artist, under the influence of historical and economic-
political shifts and circumstances, lived cut off from the mass of society. In such a state of
emergency, the artist—incapable of living in a vacuum—invents a different society, which
belongs to either the past or the future. Acting either as historian or rebel, the artist addresses
his work to fictional societies or collectivities. . . . [Art] lives off of the spirit of negation, its
gaze fixed on the past and the future.23

This flight from the present meant that ‘‘the connection between art and the spec-
tator was broken.’’24 The artist in bourgeois society spoke not to the surrounding
society, but in spite of it. Thus pushed into a relation of tension with the present,
the bourgeois artist could express critical distance only through flight to spatial or
temporal distances, that is, through exoticism or historicism (which Teige viewed
as simply variations on a single theme). No matter how justified or critical such
negation of the present may have been, the result was indistinguishable from the
dreamy nostalgia of the passive bourgeois citizen:

When startled spirits feel the present to be too cruel, too unrelenting, too uncertain, then
the perfect beauty of the past makes itself felt. . . . [People decide to] live in the past or in
far-off places, in dream or in reminiscence: in their minds they undertake adventurous voy-
ages to long-past centuries or to the moon, the dead planet. Historicism, exoticism, and the
revival of the Rousseauist idyll—these anachronistic forms of Romanticism turn the mind
from concrete tasks and present life.25

Aesthetic negation, in other words, was socially affirmative.26 Or, translated into
Teige’s emerging Constructivist terms, art under capitalism had lost its functional
efficacy. Historicist art (in Teige’s broad sense, which included any kind of escapist
art), through its forced abnegation of anymeaningful role in the structure of capital-
ist society, became merely ornamental: art could perhaps cover over the banality
of the present but could do nothing to effect change.

Teige linked the historicism of bourgeois art to his claim about the endemic
individualism of art under capitalism. He wrote:
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The economic conditions of the nineteenth century led society to individualism, to that
criminal level of anarchy in life and ideology which made style impossible, corroded the
pristine collective pathos of the age of Empire and, through stylistic degeneration, spread
the cruel plague of historicizing eclecticism in architecture, transforming cities and streets
into a regular museum full of frightful exhibits.27

Artistic individualism and architectural eclecticism both consisted in a plurality
of self-enclosed and incompatible systems existing side by side. Both betrayed the
absence of any reliable criterion to distinguish any one of the systematized historical
styles available to the artist or architect as the primary or true style of the age. Teige
would almost certainly have regarded the desperate question that served as the title
to Heinrich Hübsch’s 1828 polemic on architecture—‘‘In What Style Should We
Build?’’—as revealing the basic dilemma of style in an age of eclecticism and in-
dividualism.28 The very possibility of raising such a question indicated that none
of the potential answers—Neo-Hellenic, Spitzbogenstil, Rundbogenstil, and so on—
could ever be definitive.29 The plurality of historicist styles was inescapable: uni-
fied style degenerated into mere stylizations, drawing architecture into the con-
ceptual orbit of fashion.30 For Teige, a choice for one or another of the available
stylistic systems could express nothing other than individual preference, taste, or
interpretation.

Teige’s critique of historicism thus had two distinct dimensions, corresponding
to his use of the terms ‘‘ornament’’ and ‘‘eclecticism.’’ The former term delineated
the vertical dimension. The cleft separating ornament from structure in historicist
architecture was thematerial expression of amuch deeper tension within bourgeois
art: the severed connection between art and its public, or between art and its pres-
ent. Ornament was thus the scarlet letter for the sin of art’s autonomy. Further,
because ornament was (in the logic of Constructivism) superfluous and merely cov-
ered over what was of structural importance, it constituted a deception or historical
disguise that hid the true form and identity of the present. Teige’s critique of histori-
cism thus had strong affinities with both Loos’s equation of ornament and lie and
Friedrich Nietzsche’s account of the dishonesty, deceptiveness, and protective Inner-
lichkeit of modern historicist culture. The horizontal dimension of Teige’s critique,
expressed in the term ‘‘eclecticism,’’ referred not to tensions within the individual
artwork but rather to the chaotic topography of the cultural landscape as a whole:
to the existence of independent aesthetic systems existing side by side yet without
any essential connection. Like the ‘‘closed system[s] of partial laws’’ that Georg
Lukács identified at around the same time as one of the consequences of reified
rationalism, these individual systems were complete in themselves and for this rea-
son mutually exclusive.31

Teige’s critique of bourgeois art as inherently historicist thus emerged from
the context of his theory of proletarian art. Teige in this period (1921 through mid-
1922) portrayed the present as just starting to emerge from an aesthetic interreg-
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num that stretched back to the beginning of art’s autonomy under capitalism. Pro-
letarian art could only guess at and try to lay rough foundations for what would
emerge as the next truly lidový and all-encompassing historical style—the Socialist
Gothic—to emerge out of the ashes of revolution. The historicism of bourgeois art,
therefore, had less to do with the dominance of historical themes than with the
situation in this historical interregnum: bourgeois art was historicist precisely be-
cause it did not belong to any true historical style. Capitalism had interrupted the
great narrative, and the Bolshevik Revolution was the first sign that such a narrative
was to be taken up again. Thus Teige’s theory of proletarian art implicitly under-
stood revolution in its etymological sense: as a return—at a higher level of develop-
ment of course—to an earlier state, that is, as a return to history.

At the end of 1922, with the publication of Život II and Teige’s increasing focus
on Constructivism, this scheme changed. The change followed a fairly natural evo-
lution from Teige’s proletarian art rhetoric to his Constructivist terminology. Even
within his theory of proletarian art, with its suspicion of the cult of the machine,
Teige had begun to introduce functionalist rhetoric in the name of ‘‘life’’ and of
the reunion of art with the masses and the everyday.32 He stated, for example, that
‘‘art is a function of life’’ and that ‘‘in the new world art has a new function. There is
no need for [the new art] to serve as an ornament or decoration of life, for the
beauty of life, bare and powerful, does not need to be painted over or disfigured
with dangling ornaments.’’33 Only a short step was required for this vitalist celebra-
tion of the beauty of unadorned life to develop into a purist celebration of the
beauty of the unadorned machine: ‘‘The beauty of a machine, of an automobile,
is the beauty of reality and of the pure form, which doesn’t need to be dolled up
with ornaments or wreathed with poetry.’’34

Underneath this apparently evolutionary rhetorical shift, however, a major
change had occurred in the temporal scheme by which Teige defined the avant-
garde. Rather than merely anticipating the end of an interregnum, Constructivism
already revealed what was coming:

A simple glance at the world is enough to reveal the error of the common statement that we
live in a styleless age. A style is emerging continuously right before our eyes, not from aes-
thetic manifestoes or the interiors of ateliers, but rather from the collective and in many
cases anonymous, disciplined, and goal-oriented work of workers and technicians.35

With the adoption of Constructivism, Teige felt that the step into the new style no
longer lay in the future but had already been taken. Constructivism identified the
‘‘designating feature of the contemporary epoch of culture and civilization’’ and
represented, therefore, ‘‘the style of the present.’’36

This shift in the status of the present altered Teige’s view of the past as well.
The first indication of the shift was the complete disappearance, by the end of 1922,
of themetaphor of socialist cathedrals and the expectation of a comingGothic from
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Teige’s vocabulary. He now denigrated such rhetoric as an expression of reaction-
ary nostalgia and historicism.37 More significant, however, Teige began to use the
term ‘‘historicism’’ less and less as a historical category describing nineteenth-
century bourgeois art and increasingly as a term describing a deficient aesthetic
structure. Themore the term became dehistoricized in this manner, themore Teige
began using it to describe all art before Constructivism.Where previously Teige had
opposed bourgeois art to the organic unity of Gothic forms, by the mid- and later
twenties this contrast between creative Gothic and parasitic neo-Gothic had disap-
peared. Teige portrayed even medieval art as an unstable ‘‘compromise’’ between
aesthetic and utilitarian functions:

This compromise between utilitarian and aesthetic elements strikes a temporary balance
on the basis of craft: modern civilization and contemporary industrialization have uprooted
this altogether. Such a compromise was the stylistic, historical, essentially medieval trinity
of fine arts: architecture as the dominant art, then painting and sculpture. The individual
arts then went through a similar process of compromise: the architectural styles [slohy] were
various compromises between practical and aesthetic functions, between construction and
decoration. Paintingwas a compromise between depiction and self-regulating color compo-
sition: wherever the color harmony took the upper hand over the task of depiction, painting
simultaneously became architectural decoration.38

Gothic in this formulation was no longer represented as an ideal totality: while its
compromise solutions perhaps ‘‘balanced’’ the practical and aesthetic functions
more deftly than did bourgeois architecture, they weremarked by the same essential
tension between construction and ornament. With this shift, even the historical
styles came to represent for Teige only superficial or fashionable changes of form:

The most important cultural fact that the intellectual and revolutionary avant-garde owes
to the great and celebrated communist revolution is that today we stand at the gates of an
enormous, complete, all-encompassing revolution—in this sense the first revolution in art
that does not mean a mere exchange of one fashion, one school, one generation, for
another.39

Constructivism thus no longer occupied the position of a restoration or a modern
Gothic. Rather it represented a clean break with all previous ‘‘decorative’’ architec-
ture, a radical new beginning.

Where proletarian art had portrayed the historicism of bourgeois art as the
result of its existence within the historical vacuum created by capitalism, Con-
structivism elided all differences between historicism and the very category of his-
tory. Everything that had come before the clean sweep of Constructivism now bore
for Teige the stigma of historicism. It was precisely the de-anchoring of the term as
a label for a particular phenomenon in nineteenth-century art that allowed Teige
to transfer the negative connotations associated with bourgeois historicism to the
past as a whole. The temporal scheme supporting Teige’s adoption of Constructiv-
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ism thus rested on a paradox: Teige’s elision of history and historicism in effect
implied that the entire history of culture had unfolded in a historical vacuum.Only
with the new instauration of Constructivism, that is, with the radical rejection of
the past as such, could a ‘‘truly’’ historical epoch commence.

The Dead Ends of Dualism

Constructivism had barely assumed center stage in Teige’s theoretical
discourse when it suddenly had to share the spotlight. Over the course of 1923, the
credo of Poetism—Czech culture’smost original contribution to the interwar avant-
garde—emerged as a counterpart to Constructivism. While Poetism was formed
from a confluence of sources (Teige and the poet Vı́tězslav Nezval being the most
important), the conjoining of Constructivism and Poetism into a double program
was entirely Teige’s contribution.40

At least initially, the conjunction seems strange indeed. While in this period
Teige was establishing an international reputation as one of the most ideologically
severe proponents of Constructivism, in Czechoslovakia he was becoming equally
known for his effusive remarks on Poetism. ‘‘The art that Poetism brings is casual,
exuberant, fantastic, playful, unheroic, and amorous,’’ he wrote. As a movement,
Poetism is ‘‘nothing other than a loving inclination toward life and all of itsmanifes-
tations, a passion for modernity, . . . nothing other than happiness, love and poetry,
the things of paradise.’’ As a practice, Poetism ‘‘has shifted [its emphasis] away
from stuffy workshops and ateliers and onto the experiences and beauties of life; it
reveals a path coming from and going nowhere, tracing circles in a wonderfully
fragrant park, because that is the path of life.’’41 This Poetist paradise, with its
eudemonism and emphasis on anti-instrumental action, is clearly a very different
place from that of Constructivism, which was characterized by the ‘‘anonymous,
disciplined and directed work of workers and technicians.’’42 The terms appear to
be contradictory, not complementary.WhereConstructivism demanded discipline,
order, and a pragmatic outlook, Poetism celebrated the free play of imagination
and the carefree indulgence of the senses. Essentially, the tension between the
terms resulted from the simultaneous exaltation of hyperrationality and lyrical
irrationality.

Teige nevertheless insisted (at least until the mid-twenties) that Constructivism
and Poetism were both the logical result of a single phenomenon: the withering of
the category of art as such. Teige claimed that Constructivism, through its rejection
of ‘‘a priori aesthetics,’’ ‘‘traditional formulae,’’ and ‘‘formalism,’’ enacted nothing
less than ‘‘the systematic liquidation of art.’’43 Analogously, Poetism rejected both the
professional artist and the traditional genres and media of art, claiming that ‘‘the
new art will cease to be art,’’ and extolling the clown, the traveler, the amateur
athlete, and the like as the unacknowledged legislators of the new age.44
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Clearly, Teige’s rejection of art—following a pattern not uncommon for the
historical avant-garde—was understood as a renewal or reinvigoration of the aes-
thetic.45 Constructivism and Poetism were to imbue everyday life with aesthetic
efficacy through a transformation ofmodes and habits of perception. This sublation
of the category of art united Constructivism and Poetism in a liberatory act that
Teige portrayed metaphorically:

The new, endless, brilliant beauty of the world is the daughter of contemporary life. It was
not born from aesthetic speculation, from the romantic atelier mentality, but simply results
from purposeful, disciplined, positive production and from the life activity of humankind.
It has not taken root in cathedrals or galleries; out on the streets, in the architecture of the
cities, in the invigorating green of the parks, in the bustle of the harbors and in the furnaces
of industry, which provide for our primary needs—this is where the new art finds its home.
It does not dispense formalized prescriptions: modern forms and formulations are the result
of purposeful work, produced with perfected methods under the dictates of purpose and
economics. This new beauty has taken the engineer’s equation and filled it with poetic
vision.46

The Poetist liberation of art from the confines of the museums and cathedrals thus
led not simply onto the streets, into the city, and onto the stage of modern life. It
led further: to the fringes of the city, to the factories and housing projects, redeeming
these zones from the stigma of being extra-aesthetic. Thus Poetism’s new percep-
tion, its new beauty, led directly to those urban areas developing under the aegis
of Constructivism, expressing the aesthetic efficacy promised by Constructivism’s
implementation of the style of the present. This topographical metaphor of a city
no longer divided into representative zones of aesthetic escape and banal zones
of material necessity—of center versus surroundings—is the clearest expression of
Teige’s vision of Constructivism and Poetism as forming an integrated whole.

Teige’s conjoining of Constructivism and Poetism thus represented a clearly
holistic gesture.47 This holism stands out especially clearly when the context of his
critique of historicism is recalled. The dialectical joining of Constructivism and
Poetism was directly motivated by the desire to overcome the eclecticism dividing
cities into zones governed by different aesthetic principles. With the discovery of
beauty in the functional, and with the production of aesthetically pleasing objects
that were integrated with everyday life through their functionality, the dual pro-
gram aimed at ending the division of modern culture into structural and decorative
realms. The dualism, paradoxically, was to inaugurate the ‘‘unity of artistic style’’
Nietzsche had called for half a century earlier.

The radicality of this totalizing drive—as well as the outline of the aporia to
which it led—emerged in full force during Teige’s polemic with Le Corbusier over
theMundaneum project. Le Corbusier felt Teige had denied precisely the necessity
of such a holistic vision, that he had failed to appreciate the necessity of architec-
ture’s appealing not only to the brain but also to the passions. Functionality was
only the first step for the architect: what transformed amere building into architec-
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ture was the further step whereby the architect addressed the task of making the
functional structure beautiful as well. Le Corbusier concluded that ‘‘the function
beauty is independent of the function utility; they are two different things.’’48 Teige,
it appeared, had overlooked the beauty function.

Putting the polemic with Le Corbusier in the context of Teige’s other writings,
however, makes clear that Le Corbusier misunderstood Teige’s point. Teige was
quite as committed as Le Corbusier to the precept that avant-garde architecture
be beautiful. His disagreement, however, was precisely with the postulate of an in-
dependent beauty function. Teige insisted that architectural beauty could only orig-
inate from the strictest functionality. Four years before the Mundaneum polemic
Teige had written:

It could be objected that certain machines, even though perfectly functional, may still be
ungainly or hideous. . . . We could respond that an ungainly machine calls directly for fur-
ther perfecting, that its ugliness is a symptom of inadequacy.We assert that the more a machine
is perfected, the more beautiful it will be. And it will be absolutely perfected, and consequently
beautiful, only if the perfection of its utility, and not beauty, has been the constructer’s
sole interest.49

In other words, beauty would be found only when it was not sought.50 Teige’s prob-
lem with Le Corbusier’s Mundaneum project thus had nothing to do with the
beauty of the end result, but with the act of seeking beauty somewhere outside of
function:

According to Le Corbusier, architecture as art believes that its calling begins where con-
struction ends, namely with the rational solution and products of the engineer. It aspires to
eternity, while the engineer responds to actuality. . . . In short, according to this argument,
to become dignified as architecture, there must be added some ‘‘plus’’ to the rational solu-
tion. Now this ‘‘plus’’ can either help utility and strengthen function, in which case it is
simply utility and function and is not a ‘‘plus,’’ or hinder it, in which case it is of course a
minus. Further, it can neither help nor hinder, in which case it is superfluous and unneces-
sary, and that is a minus as well.51

In Teige’s view, this structure of the ‘‘plus,’’ or of a supplement added on to some-
thing already whole, revealed that Le Corbusier’s beauty function was nothing
other than a more subtle form of ornamentation. While Le Corbusier felt that the
beauty function completed the work begun by the utility function and thereby
created a whole, Teige perceived an already self-sufficient whole being destroyed
through the addition of a superfluous supplement. Hence Le Corbusier’s ‘‘obvious
historicism’’: the claim that one added aesthetic value after completion of the func-
tional structure was for Teige the theoretical equivalent of completing a building
by covering it with, say, a neo-Renaissance façade.

Teige’s hard-nosed advocacy of the strictest functionalism, therefore, was not
the expression of a dry, humorless rationalist applying ‘‘police measures’’ against
those with greater visions for architecture, as Le Corbusier had suggested. Teige’s
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vision of the promise held by Constructivism was just as grandiose as Le Corbu-
sier’s, as the premise of a ‘‘style of the present’’ makes clear. His expectation of a
new beauty was also no less intense, as the credo of Poetism expressed. IndeedTeige
went so far as to claim that the rigor of functionalism, by eliminating the stifling
formalism represented by an ornamentalizing beauty function, would return ‘‘hu-
manism’’ to architectural form.52 The strictness of Teige’s functionalismwas, there-
fore, precisely the result of the enormity of his claims for Constructivism: the claim
that it would heal basic diremptions of modern culture, the insidiousness of which
was made clear by the way eclecticism and ornamentation could creep into the
work even of a modernmaster like Le Corbusier. The radicality of Teige’s function-
alist rationalism issued directly from the radicality of his totalizing vision.

This utopian hope for an integrated modernist culture clearly caught Teige in
a vicious circle, expressed in the paradoxes that Le Corbusier refused to admit: a
new beauty would result only from a radical elimination of the independent beauty
function, and a humanist architecture would emerge only from the insistence that
architecture take its measure from the machine and its function. The ideals of
beauty and humanism thus became unattainable the moment they were openly
named; they needed to remain, as it were, always beyond the horizon if they were
ever to be reached. These paradoxes, however, are not the sign of a logical failure
on Teige’s part. Indeed, given the functionalist premise, Teige’s position is much
more consistent than Le Corbusier’s appeal to architecture as ‘‘spiritual food.’’53

These logical quandaries resulted rather from precisely the meticulousness of
Teige’s functionalist logic and the extremity of his totalizing claims.

The final expression of this vicious circle was, of course, Teige’s dual program
itself. Why did the effort to theorize avant-garde culture as an organic, totalizing
unity take the form of a dualism of Constructivism and Poetism? How could this
programmatic pairing of terms avoid repeating the historicist dualism of structure
and ornament that Teige had all along taken such pains to eliminate? Was not
Poetism simply a disguised form of the independent beauty function that Teige had
criticized so vehemently in Le Corbusier? Appeals to the dialectical unity of the
terms are obviously insufficient. The dualism degenerates too easily into undialecti-
cal formulations, several of which have become commonplaces in the secondary
literature on Teige. Primary among these are formulations favoring one pole of the
dualism as the ‘‘primary’’ element of Teige’s program and viewing the other pole
as the logical ‘‘complement’’ to the first.54 Other formulations view the dualism as
an attempt to achieve comprehensiveness through a simple proclamation of the
unity of opposites.55 Such characterizations never raise the most challenging and
most productive questions for an understanding of the Constructivism/Poetism
conjunction, and those are Teige’s own questions: how does this conjunction avoid
repeating the historicist dualism it rejected at the outset, and, if it fails to do so,
what antinomies lie behind this situation?

The difficulty with the claim of dialectical unity emerges clearly from the most
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famous image chosen by Teige to express such unity. Hewrote, ‘‘Poetism is the crown
of life, the basis of which is Constructivism. . . . It builds on Constructivism’s
groundplan.’’56 The image is clearly meant to express the interconnection of base
and crown, and the incompleteness of either element taken independently. But, like
Marx’s metaphor of base and superstructure to which it alludes, the image seems
equally effective in suggesting the division between or the independent existence
of the two elements.57 In fact, Teige’s image compulsively reproduces the fate of
Marx’s: it slips from an expression of dialectical unity to one of static dualism.
Teige’s critique of historicism provides a vocabulary to describe this slippage: the
conceptual model of base and superstructure all too easily degenerates into the
model of structure and ornament. Through such slippage, the second element (Poe-
tism, or for Marx, the superstructure) appears not as the dialectical counterpart
and completion of the first but rather as something supplemental, unnecessary,
or parasitic.

Teige’s attempt to stipulate the unity of Constructivism and Poetism thus re-
peated a logical conundrum encountered byMarx when he attempted to formulate
a theory of nonideological, that is, materialist consciousness. Constructivism pro-
videdTeigewith the same firm logical ground thatMarx felt he held with the theory
of historical materialism. For both Marx and Teige, this firm ground seemed to
represent a promised land: the rigor, the hardheaded sense of reality opened up a
vision of harmony and integration of the mental and the material. Poetism was
Teige’s name for this promise of harmony. But Poetism presented the same problem
that the premise of a nonideological consciousness did for Marx. Either Poetism
was ‘‘there,’’ in which case one could point to it but it degenerated into simply
another artistic program, an a priori aesthetic system, or an ornamental layer; or
Poetism was ‘‘not there,’’ in which case it was Constructivism alone. Precisely the
rigorous internal consistency of Constructivism, however, was what had caused
Poetism, as the experience of harmony, to appear in the first place, and thus the
vicious circle began again. The promised middle ground symbolized by the images
of base and superstructure, foundation and crown, emerged as a true utopia: it
was nowhere.

Teige’s dualism thus should not be interpreted as consisting of two poles of
equivalent status or as a willful combination of opposed programs. Constructivism
contained a certain corpus of principles deriving from the central criterion of func-
tionality, but Poetism was by its nature averse to programmatic formulation. In
response to the question ‘‘what is Poetism?’’ Teige had responded that it ‘‘is casual,
exuberant, fantastic, playful, unheroic and amorous.’’ Poetism was a ‘‘life atmo-
sphere,’’ a modus vivendi, and no more precise definition was possible.58 Teige’s sec-
ond Poetist manifesto in fact took aim precisely at the formulation of Poetist princi-
ples, which Teige felt were leading away from the molten experience itself. From a
series of metaphors or an inspiring vision, Teige feared Poetism by the late 1920s
was turning into a movement or school, that is, it was ossifying into a formalism.59
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Thus the relation between Poetism and Constructivism was not one between coun-
terparts or equivalent items in a series. Teige’s program was not strictly speaking a
dual one because Poetism could have no program.

The dilemma of this dualism therefore could not be avoided: nomoremoderate
formulation or adjustment to the dual program could have saved Teige from the
reemergence of the dualism he had sought to overcome. Constructivism was to im-
plement its radically totalizing vision by rooting out eclecticism and ornament
through rigorous application of the criterion of functionality. Poetism, on the other
hand, had no corresponding criterion or program because it represented simply a
manner of perception, a modus vivendi. In Teige’s formulation, Poetism was nothing
more or less than the enthusiastic reception of the world created by Constructivism.
Poetism was therefore the necessary result of Constructivism fulfilled: it was the
experience of a world in which totality had been achieved. Poetism would have
arisen in theory even if Teige had never named it in practice. For Poetism—which
destroyed the pristine purity of the totality claimed by Constructivism—emerged
spontaneously from precisely those totalizing claims.

Poetism’s spontaneous emergence from the claims of Constructivism was the
awkward reminder of Constructivism’s origin. The new instauration and rejection
of all historical models upon which the emergence of Constructivism as the style
of the present was predicated still bore the sign of their origin as the anticipation
of a modern Gothic. The original complaint against bourgeois historicism had
been its lack of historical plenitude: the interregnum signaled by the failure to de-
velop a true style. But Constructivism had taken this account of the failure of histor-
icism andmade of it the failure of history; or conversely, the hopes originally placed
in a renewal had been displaced into a faith in the new. Constructivism’s style of
the present thus harbored within itself this paradox: although Constructivism
called for a rigorous rejection of the historical, the resulting products were still
understood as re-inscriptions into history. Poetism expressed this paradox. Poetism
was the celebration of the new instauration and the achievement of a totality, but
a celebration that simultaneously marred that totality and revealed that the instau-
ration had taken the form rejected at the outset as the mark of historicism. The
elision of historicism and history not only is characteristic of Teige’s Constructivism
but also is definitive of the avant-garde hostility to the past. Poetism reveals the bad
conscience of this hostility: its inseparability from historical nostalgia. The avant-
garde critique of historicism, equating historical plenitude with the rejection of his-
tory, thus took the form of critique of a dualism it was condemned to repeat.
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